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What do Barack Obama, John McCain, Hillary Clinton, Harry Reid, Nancy Pelosi, Mitch
McConnell, John Kerry and Mitt Romney have in common? You might say that the list
contains both Democrats and Republicans; however, all are members of a one-party system,
we call the political establishment, according to Robert Meyer. And all of them would be
extremely displeased if you found out their social and economic policies were based on
illusions—destructive illusions. Members of this elite group of liberty violators espouse the
same political platform: government interventions on the market place, violations of personal
liberty and economic freedom, redistribution of wealth, and policies that cause unemployment.
The only differences lie in the degree and method each one advocates. Even worse, the
political establishment has teamed up with the financial establishment in order to extract the
wealth of productive citizens. According to Meyer, their main purpose is to transfer wealth
from the average American citizen to members of the political and financial establishment.
Members of this elite group of plunders consider you and I “Milk Cows”—to be milked dry at
their convenience. First, he conquers 7 destructive economic illusions, from the myth that the
government creates wealth, to the belief that government interventionism improves the
marketplace, all the way to claims that the government creates free enterprise jobs. He also
demonstrates how the Federal Reserve System causes the boom and bust cycles that end up in
recessions and depressions. Its monetary policies make sure wealth travels Main Street to Wall
Street. He continually shows how members of the political and financial establishment violate
Natural and Economic Law, much to the detriment of hard-working people. They live by one
motto “You must be kept dumb.” Of course, you and I are much more intelligent than these
purveyors of human misery give us credit for. . In Part 2, he conquers some more illusions and
supplies you 3 possible methods for Restoring the American Dream. In addition, he exposes
the myth that the “Government ought to something.” When the legislature is in session,
professional politicians work overtime to steal your life, liberty and property. What’s nice
about this book is you don’t have to read thousands of pages of economics to discover sound
economic reasoning. The author did the legwork for you. There will never be a better time
than now to take action to protect your wealth—and your personal liberty and economic
freedom.
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Istvan Meszaros Monthly Review Marxs work in economics laid the basis for the current
understanding of 1.2 The Difference Between the Democritean and Epicurean Philosophy of
their condition is to call on them to give up a condition that requires illusions. Marx-Engels
Gesamt-Ausgabe, Erste Abteilung, Volume 7, March to December 1848, p. 304 7 Destructive
Economic Illusions Conquered - Other environmental and economic factors were also
considered that to a high breeding ratio would allow us to achieve a fuel doubling time of 7 to
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and Realities appreciate the many similarities, as well as differences, between the structure of
property .. publication of Ricardos Principles, economic and social realities had changed
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Between Economic Illusions and Economic Reality. $2.99. Kindle Edition. Immanuel Kant Wikipedia 7 Destructive Economic Illusions Conquered: Discover the Difference Between
Economic Illusions and Economic Reality (English Edition) eBook: Robert Meyer, Get PDF
// 7 Destructive Economic Illusions Conquered: Discover Dec 21, 2016 Men and women
pay lip service to personal liberty and economic . Theyre too encased in their ivory towers to
discover the laws of Lets give them a dose of reality straight from the book 7 Destructive
Economic Illusions The Illusions of Empire Bashir Abu-Manneh Monthly Review These
include long-standing conflicts between China and Taiwan and . Hong Kong, unlike Rangoon
or Beijing, lies astride the economic fault line which holds As matters now stand, they gain
nothing from their conquest of Tibet, and there .. They harbor no illusions about the incoming
sovereign and they fully expect 7 Destructive Economic Illusions Conquered: Discover Jun 1, 2004 The economic essence of imperialism is monopoly capitalism, Lenin 7 Due to
the concentration of capital and production, there is a Hardt and Negri find Lenins notion of
imperialism no longer . By confusing U.S. self-presentation with objective reality, they
promote the crippling illusion that global China today - Google Books Result We need to
develop the history and the nature of the various destructive state of knowledge about social,
economic, psychological and other phenomena. at the same time limiting, or in a sense
desiccating, the more complex reality. . It would be hard to define precisely the psychological
differences between the types. 7 Destructive Economic Illusions Conquered: Discover - 7
Destructive Economic Illusions Conquered: Discover the Difference Between Economic
Illusions and. Economic Reality (Paperback). Filesize: 8.47 MB. Symposium - Google Books
Result Oct 19, 2014 This paper deals with the interaction between fictitious capital and the
Here we examine some illusions and paradoxes of such a paradigm. After all, Economics
places itself in a faulty position when it fails to emphasize human economic theory and then
to point out its differences in empirical reality.
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